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Dear Friend,
The burning question for us these days is not if next culture is urgently needed for humans
on Earth. Rather it is, what is the next step?

When you are courageous enough to inhabit the parts of Archiarchy that already exist, what
happens next? There are no instruction books for this. Archiarchy never existed on Earth
before now. As you do the next Experiment, you Build Matrix to Inner Navigate into new
territories. As you build your Spaceholding skills, new opportunities become visible
to Choose from.

We don’t know how many phases there are in unfolding Archiarchy, but Phase 1 is
completed. Archiarchy exists.

Celebrating Phase 1 of creating Archiarchy initiates Phase 2 of creating Archiarchy.

From where we are, it looks like this:

You have been destroying your own Free Will by your own Free Will, choosing instead
to Be Adaptive to the capitalist patriarchal empire.

You might be Lying to yourself if you think, “Maybe this is enough for me…” This thought
comes from the place in you which is so tight that life is not allowed to enter.

Who are you living for like this?
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Perhaps you have set your Reality Compass far outside of yourself, away from your
feelings, deep in your Stories and Survival Strategies.

For anything different from this to happen, it requires a Conscious Asshole on a
mission. Pirate enough to break some rules. Experimenter enough to try radically new
things with Radical Responsibility.

When your Being changes shape, the Universe responds immediately with new offers.

The places you are powerless are the places you try to keep yourself safe, rather
than Inventing a new future for yourself. If you Believe that the constraints of your
psychoemotional Reactivity are real, your heart has barely enough space to beat.

You are Gaia in action. When you choose to ‘play dead’, you choose to kill Gaia.

It is true that you do not have to change. Each step is a choice. Each step creates
awareness.

Awareness is irreversible.

You cannot tough your way along the Path. You cannot fake it. Trying to pretend that you
are where you are not, eventually backfires in your face.

It is okay if you are not ready to do this. The key to your Prison door never disappears. You
can simply continue preparing yourself.

If you are ready for the next step and you do not take it, this is also painful.

It is easy to detect which kind of pain you are feeling: the pain of pretending you are farther
than you are, or the pain of trying to avoid going through the next door.

Women hold the Seeds for Archiarchy.

This is a call to women who respect your own Seeds enough to refuse to be co-dependent
with the Patriarchy – starting NOW?

Has it been long enough? Thinking you need a ‘man’ to keep you safe?

Taking care of others so they will love you is so egotistical. Try instead being arrogant
about the Possibility you hold space for. Be so arrogant that you are unwilling to be bored
for even one second. Let every level of Bullshit die on your Sword Of Clarity. Otherwise you
are sourcing the Bullshit.

You can do this, instead of being 'so understanding' of his 'wounds', instead of believing all
the excuses you have given to Gaia to avoid being alive. Make uncompromising offers to
men. “I will relate in this way. I will collaborate like this. Anything less than this? I am not
interested in compromise.”

Are you going to doubt the Archiarchal Seeds in you because Zombies make photos in
magazines and instagram that say you should try to look like that? Behave like that?

You can say, “I do not know how this goes. I do know that I want it to go. I am finished
doubting the Seeds I carry.”
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From Gaia’s view, the vision that men have for ‘men’s work’ is pitiful. Some men are
starting to learn from women. There are men who ask questions and listen with such
respect that it opens a gateway through which the Seeds can speak. What if men’s work is
the liberation of women around the world? Men liberating women creates the soil for
Archiarchy to come to life.

Woman, you have a mission on Earth. You are probably not here to make ‘men’ feel better.
Gaia is waiting for you. Gaia lives in you.

Reasons are the currency you use to try to stay unconscious and avoid responsibility. That
time is over.

We are with you.

Your PM News Team

Latest Gaian Road Team Interviews
More interview at: http://gaianroadteam.mystrikingly.com

We are happy to announce that Ewa Wichmann of the General Memetics Team has uploaded two more of
the Gaian Road Team interviews. Here you can learn from Daniel Koupermann about how bridging

cultures is transformational when you discover the difference between knowledge and wisdom, and from
David Diamond how Theatre for Living facilitates enough safety in a group of people that the elephant in

the room can reveal itself as a huge healing process.

David Diamond - Theater for Living
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Daniel Koupermann - Bridging Cultures is Transformational

Article:

Basing GNP on Resource Extraction is Self-
Cannibalism

by Clinton Callahan
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Any economic system basing its success on material consumption, either raw or refined, defines wealth as
eating yourself: self-cannibalism.

Sure, take a bite out of your arm and your body can derive more calories than you spent by biting off the
chunk of flesh, especially if you use a knife instead of just your teeth.
But digestion also consumes energy (transportation, manufacturing, packaging, marketing, delivery, trash
collection, and recycling). And then what? Where do you acquire the nutrients needed to heal your self-
made wound?

Or do you plan to leave your wound unhealed? It stays there as a toxic waste dump? A tar sands oil
refinery? A decommissioned nuclear power-generation station? Plastic in the oceans? Methane in the
atmosphere? Depleted-uranium bullets you can fire into 'enemy territory'? Who is the enemy? You think
you can dump it into the ocean? You like eating your own feces? ...

Read the Article

Possibility Creation Village - Telegram Group is where you ask for
and give Possibility, share your research, and celebrate your gold.
Great collaborations and projects were born there. Join at this
Telegram link: https://t.me/+ViEuN7pEHlcSDlCv

Emotional Healing Process Collaboration - Telegram Group is a
thriving gateway platform to ask for, provide, and witness Emotional
Healing Processes at any time of day or night thanks to the global
Team of EHP Spaceholders. Join with the following link:
https://t.me/+COzXWiD1vPxhMmIx

Possibility Management Events - Telegram Group is where you have
access to the latest PM-related Events by Possibilitators from around
the world as well as offering your own Events where you deliver your
Nonmaterial Value. Link:
https://t.me/+8fJY9XlnYdkwNTRi
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